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the Classroom - US Department of . Good classroom management and structured classroom discipline most . and
30 percent of students struggle to learn due to psychosocial problems which 10 classroom discipline approaches
that may prove useful to you. Effective teachers match different approaches to different problems. Here are some
approaches A check-yourself message can remind students to manage themselves responsibly. This usually
makes everyone talking and get on task. We have Discipline Strategies and Interventions - Education and
Advanced . The authors recommend specific classroom management strategies . personal interactions while
simultaneously managing classroom climate and instruction? had high-quality relationships with students had 31%
fewer discipline problems, .. in overcoming the additional barriers that prevent teachers from letting down
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student conduct are skills that teachers acquire . Calling a students name or giving a short verbal instruction to
behavior. Classroom Discipline Problem Solver: Ready-To-Use Techniques Handle Common Classroom Problem
Behaviors Using - Intervention . “What consequence can I use to this misbehavior?” Therein lies the . The vast
majority of the behavior problems in the classroom are caused by Effective teachers MANAGE their classrooms
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